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Abstract21

The feasibility of regional reanalysis assimilating only conventional obser-22

vations was investigated as an alternative to dynamical downscaling to es-23

timate the past three-dimensional high-resolution atmospheric fields with24

long-term homogeneity over about 60 years. The two types of widely ap-25

plied dynamical downscaling approaches have problems. One with a serial26

long-term time-integration often fails to reproduce synoptic-scale systems27

and precipitation patterns. The other with frequent reinitializations un-28

derestimates precipitation due to insufficient spin-up. To address these29

problems maintaining long-term homogeneity, we proposed the regional re-30

analysis assimilating only the conventional observations. We examined it31

paying special attention to summer precipitation, through one-month ex-32

periment before conducting a long-term reanalysis.33

The system is designed to assimilate surface pressure and radiosonde34

upper-air observations, using the Japan Meteorological Agency’s nonhy-35

drostatic model (NHM) and the local ensemble transform Kalman filter36

(LETKF). It covers Japan and its surrounding area with a 5-km grid spac-37

ing and East Asia with a 25-km grid spacing, applying one-way double38

nesting in the Japanese 55-year reanalysis (JRA-55).39

The regional reanalysis overcomes the problems with both types of dy-40

namical downscaling approaches. It reproduces actual synoptic-scale sys-41
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tems and precipitation patterns better. It also realistically describes spatial42

variability and precipitation intensity. The 5-km grid spacing regional re-43

analysis reproduces frequency of heavy precipitation and describes anoma-44

lous local fields affected by topography such as circulations and solar radi-45

ation better than the coarser reanalyses.46

We optimized the NHM-LETKF for long-term reanalysis by sensitivity47

experiments. The lateral boundary perturbations derived from an empirical48

orthogonal function analysis of JRA-55 brings stable analysis, saving com-49

putational costs. The ensemble size of at least 30 is needed because further50

reduction significantly degrades the analysis. The deterministic run from51

non-perturbed analysis is adopted as first guess in LETKF, instead of the52

ensemble mean of perturbed runs, enabling reasonable simulation of spatial53

variability in the atmosphere and precipitation intensity.54
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1. Introduction57

The multi-decade high-resolution atmospheric datasets with long-term58

consistency in quality are required for various purposes such as the investi-59

gation of local responses to the climate change, the study of past extreme60

meso-scale events and the advancement of application of meteorological in-61

formation in supporting decision-making.62

A technique widely applied to production of high-resolution atmospheric63

data is the dynamical downscaling, since attempted by Giorgi and Bates64

(1989) (e.g. Giorgi and Jr. 2015). It provides high-resolution atmospheric65

data with physical consistency by driving a physical-based regional climate66

model forced by the lateral boundary conditions of the model obtained from67

coarser atmospheric data such as global reanalyses. There are two types of68

dynamical downscaling approaches: one with a serial time-integration over69

long term and the other with frequent reinitilizations. However, both types70

of dynamical downscaling approaches have some problems. The dynamical71

downscaling with serial time-integration often fails to simulate the actual72

states of the atmosphere including synoptic-scale systems that are appro-73

priately described in the outer data (Kayaba et al. 2016). This fact implies74

that the constraints from the model dynamics with boundary conditions are75

insufficient to accurately determine the inner fields in the long-term sim-76

ulations. In contrast, the dynamical downscaling approach with frequent77
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reinitializations is sometimes adopted to overcome the problem with the dy-78

namical downscaling approach with serial long-term time-integration (Qian79

et al. 2003; Lucas-Picher et al. 2013; Kayaba et al. 2016). In this type80

of dynamical downscaling approach, the fields are frequently reinitialized81

to perform cold-start short-term time-integrations. Although successfully82

improving the description of synoptic-scale fields, this type of dynamical83

downscaling approach suffers from other problems of insufficient spin-up84

and temporal discontinuity at the joints of the downscaling cycle. Kayaba85

et al. (2016) completed dynamical downscaling of JRA-55 with this ap-86

proach over Japan and its surrounding area with a 5-km grid spacing from87

1958 to 2012 (DSJRA-55), and pointed out that DSJRA-55 underestimates88

the frequency of heavy precipitations. The underestimation implies that89

DSJRA-55 is affected by insufficient spin-up.90

To address these problems with the two types of dynamical downscaling91

approaches, we propose a regional reanalysis introduced additional con-92

straints from the conventional observations with the systems operated for93

more than about 60 years such as the surface observations at observatories94

and the upper-air observations with radiosondes. The long-term consistency95

in quality of data is essential for detection of the signals of the climate change96

and the decadal variabilities. The quality of reanalysis varies accompanied97

by the transitions of observing systems, if all available observations are as-98
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similated. The assimilation of only the observations available throughout99

the reanalysis period enables the reanalysis to be free from the transition100

of observing systems, maintaining the long-term homogeneity (Kobayashi101

et al. 2014).102

Several regional reanalyses including pilot ones have been carried out re-103

cently, covering North America (Mesinger et al. 2006), Europe (Bollmeyer104

et al. 2014; Jermey and Renshaw 2016; Dahlgren et al. 2016), and the Arctic105

(Bromwich et al. 2016). Most of them used not only conventional observa-106

tions but also satellite data for assimilation, not targeting pre-satellite era107

(Mesinger et al. 2006; Bromwich et al. 2016; Jermey and Renshaw 2016).108

Bollmeyer et al. (2014) and Dahlgren et al. (2016) did not use satellite or109

radar observations, but assimilate data including aircraft observations the110

number of which has dramatically increased for the last several decades. Be-111

sides, the studies on regional reanalysis did not focus on the capability of the112

regional reanalysis assimilating the conventional observations to overcome113

the problems with the two types of dynamical downscaling approaches.114

We are planning to conduct a regional reanalysis assimilating only the115

conventional observations to produce a high-resolution dataset covering116

Japan and its surrounding area back to 1958 with long-term homogeneity.117

The purpose of this study is, as the first step for the plan, to investigate118

the feasibility of the regional reanalysis system assimilating only the con-119
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ventional observations to estimate the past three-dimensional atmospheric120

states with long-term consistency in quality with particular attention paid121

to heavy precipitations in summer, through one-month regional reanalysis122

experiments before conducting a long-term regional reanalysis. An outline123

of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe the regional reanalysis124

system. The experimental setup is presented in Section 3. In Section 4,125

the performance of the regional reanalysis system is evaluated referring to126

an operational analysis and observation data. Confirming the problems127

with the two types of dynamical downscaling approaches, we demonstrate128

how much the regional reanalysis overcomes the problems. The benefits of129

enhancement of horizontal resolution to 5 km are also investigated. The130

sensitivities of some important configurations for designing the system for131

long-term regional reanalysis are discussed in Section 5. Conclusions are132

summarized in Section 6.133

2. The regional reanalysis system134

The regional reanalysis system is based on the NHM-LETKF (Kunii135

2014b), which is composed of time-integration with the Japan Meteorolog-136

ical Agency’s (JMA’s) nonhydrostatic model (NHM: Saito et al. 2007) and137

data assimilation with the local ensemble transform Kalman filter (LETKF:138

Hunt et al. 2007), applying the one-way double nesting approach to the139
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Japanese 55-year reanalysis (JRA-55: Kobayashi et al. 2015). The inner140

and outer models cover Japan and its surrounding area with a horizon-141

tal grid spacing of 5 km and the East Asia with a horizontal grid spacing142

of 25 km, respectively (Fig. 1). The assimilated data are limited to the143

conventional observations, specifically surface pressures and radiosonde ob-144

servations, to ensure the long-term consistency in analysis quality.145 Fig. 1

2.1 Data assimilation146

For the analysis, we utilize the LETKF, an ensemble Kalman filter al-147

gorithm with high efficiency in parallel computing (Miyoshi and Yamane148

2007). The first guesses are corrected referring to the background error149

covariances reflecting the state-dependent uncertainties that are estimated150

from ensemble simulations. The observations organized in 1-hour time slots151

are assimilated every 6 hours with the four-dimensional ensemble Kalman152

filter technique (Hunt et al. 2004).153

The increase in number of ensemble members improves the analysis fields154

because it reduces sampling errors in the background error covariances (Ku-155

nii 2014a), although it requires more computational resources. The local-156

ization scheme enables us to create analysis fields in moderate accuracy157

with reasonable ensemble size (Kunii 2014a). Miyoshi and Kunii (2012) did158

not show large improvement in the analysis fields with the enhancement of159
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ensemble size from 27 in their system. From the perspective on conduction160

of long-term reanalysis, it is crucial to save computational resources in each161

analysis-forecast cycle. The ensemble size is set to 30 in this system and162

the localization scales are 200 km in the horizontal direction and 0.4 ln p in163

the vertical direction. We examine the sensitivity of further reduction of164

the ensemble size in Section 5.2.165

The regional reanalysis is requested to reproduce spatio-temporal vari-166

ability more realistically than the global reanalysis. In the general LETKF,167

the first guess in the data assimilation is derived from the ensemble mean168

of the perturbed runs (Hunt et al. 2007). In that case, however, the analy-169

sis fields become too smoothed and result in the loss of realistic variability170

particularly in the precipitation. To avoid this problem, we use the deter-171

ministic run from the analysis as the first guess, instead of the ensemble172

mean of the perturbed runs. The validity of this treatment is shown in173

Section 5.3.174

When the assimilated data are limited to the conventional observations,175

it is apparent that the assimilated data are not uniformly distributed in176

space as shown in Fig. 1. The covariance inflation with a uniform multi-177

plicative inflation factor induces overdispersions of the ensemble members178

over the regions of sparse observations. The method to give inflation fac-179

tors adaptively corresponding to the observation distributions can avoid the180
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overdispersions (Miyoshi and Kunii 2012). It is also desirable that the infla-181

tion factors reflect the possible sudden variation of observation positions in182

case that there are rejections of observations in the quality-control process.183

As a method to give such inflation factors, the relaxation to prior spreads184

method (Whitaker and Hamill 2012), is employed in this system. The re-185

laxation factor, a tuning parameter in this scheme, is set to 0.95 referring186

to Whitaker and Hamill (2012).187

2.2 Time-integration188

The time-integrations are carried out to provide the first guesses, to189

estimate background error covariances and to simulate the variables that190

are not analysed such as precipitation. As the model for time-integration,191

we adopt NHM, which is a regional model governed by the fully compressive192

equations with various physics schemes implemented. NHM is utilized for193

various purposes in a range of operational short-range forecasts and regional194

climate researches (Saito 2012).195

In case that time-integrations are performed using a regional model,196

lateral boundary perturbations (LBPs) improve the analysis fields (Saito197

et al. 2012; Kunii 2014b). As the LBPs, the perturbations of global ensem-198

ble forecasts are often applied, but such global ensemble forecasts covering199

60 years are unavailable. JRA-55, to which the one-way double nesting200
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method is applied in this study, is a deterministic reanalysis. Performing201

global ensemble reforecasts to generate LBPs requires huge additional com-202

putational costs. In order to perturb lateral boundary conditions of the203

outer NHM-LETKF, we introduce the LBPs by adding and subtracting the204

modes randomly chosen in each cycle from the 15 leading empirical orthog-205

onal function (EOF) modes of the JRA-55 climatological anomalies over206

the domain. The perturbations are normalised to be the amplitude of the207

mean sea level pressure perturbation fields of 0.7 hPa equivalent to the ob-208

servation error assumed in the JMA’s operational Meso-scale analysis (MA:209

JMA 2013). The LBPs are orthogonal to each other; their ensemble mean210

is zero; their time average in each member is expected zero; they do not211

break the physical consistency within the scope of the linear relationship.212

The validity of the introduction of the LBPs is confirmed in Section 5.1.213

For the inner model, on the other hand, the initial and lateral boundary214

conditions are taken simply from the analysis fields and the corresponding215

perturbations generated by the outer NHM-LETKF.216

The tops of the inner and outer models are commonly placed at a height217

of 21800 m with 50 layers in the generalized hybrid vertical coordinates. The218

elevation of the model is given from GTOPO30. The parameters represent-219

ing the surface features are decided from the land-use from the Global Land220

Cover Characterization and the National Land Numerical Information. The221
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sea surface temperatures are given from MGDSST (Kurihara et al. 2006).222

The same physics schemes are employed in both of the inner and outer223

models. The adopted physics schemes are as follows: the 6-class bulk mi-224

crophysics scheme (Ikawa and Saito 1991), Kain-Fritsch convective scheme225

(Kain and Fritsch 1990), the Mellor-Yamada-Nakanishi-Niino level 3 tur-226

bulence closure model (Nakanishi and Niino 2004, 2006), the bulk method227

(Beljaars and Holtslag 1991) for the estimation of sensible and latent heat228

fluxes from the surface using the slab land surface model consisting of 4 lay-229

ers for soil temperature with the heat conduction equations and 3 layers for230

soil moisture with the force restore method, the clear-sky radiation scheme231

(Yabu et al. 2005), and the cloud radiation scheme (Kitagawa 2000; Iwasaki232

and Kitagawa 1998).233

3. Experimental setup234

As stated above, we assimilated only the conventional data, specifically235

the surface pressure observed at the weather stations, ships and buoys, and236

the wind, temperature and relative humidity at upper levels observed with237

radiosondes and pilot balloons quality-controlled for the JMA’s operational238

analysis (JMA 2013). An example of spatial distributions of the observa-239

tions is shown in Fig. 1.240

We set the experimental period to August 2014. The period includes a241
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number of heavy precipitation events occurred in Japan, serving the pur-242

poses to justify the regional reanalysis system and to confirm its advantages243

against the dynamical downscaling approaches and lower-resolution reanal-244

yses in terms of the reproducibility of the heavy precipitations in summer.245

The experiments covering the latest period enable us to validate the system246

referring to various high-quality datasets such as the JMA’s radar estimated247

precipitation calibrated by raingauge data (R/A) and the JMA’s operational248

meso-scale analysis data (MA). The outer model starts from 1200 UTC 1249

August 2014, and ends at 0000 UTC 1 September 2014. The initial time for250

the inner NHM-LETKF is lagged 5 days to spin up the outer NHM-LETKF.251

In order to evaluate the regional reanalysis from the viewpoint of the252

advantage over the dynamical downscaling, we conducted additional exper-253

iments without any assimilation processes applying two types of dynamical254

downscaling approaches with the NHM. The setup of the NHM is the same255

as in the regional reanalysis experiment except the described below.256

In the first type of downscaling approach, the integration is serially257

performed over the whole experimental period using the NHM with the258

spectral boundary coupling (Yasunaga et al. 2005) above a height of 7 km259

as additional constraint by the outer data instead of the assimilation of260

observations.261

In the second type of downscaling approach, time-integrations using the262
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NHM are carried out with the fields replaced to those interpolated from the263

outer data after short-term time-integrations. Referring to Kayaba (2016),264

the outer NHM is initialized to JRA-55 every 6 hours and driven over 12265

hours. The inner NHM is initialized to the 3-hour time-integrated fields with266

the outer NHM. The long-term data are organized with the inner 3-9-hour267

simulated fields.268

Hereafter, the experiment results of the inner models with a horizontal269

grid spacing of 5 km of the regional reanalysis, and the two types of the270

downscaling approaches with serial time-integrations and with reinitializa-271

tions are designated by RRA, DS1 and DS2, respectively.272

4. Performance273

4.1 Comparisons of the regional reanalysis with the two types274

of dynamical downscaling approaches275

The performance of the regional reanalysis of RRA is compared with276

those of the two types of dynamical downscaling experiments of DS1 and277

DS2, referring to the JMA’s operational analysis data (MA) and the JMA’s278

precipitation analysis data derived from radar and raingauge observations279

(R/A). MA is generated with the four-dimensional variational assimilation280

of various kinds of observations including the advanced observations, specif-281
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ically satellites, Doppler radar radial winds, R/A, the global positioning sys-282

tem total precipitable water vapour data and wind profilers (JMA 2013). Its283

performance is checked by Honda and Sawada (2008, 2009). R/A is based on284

radar observations and corrected with raingauge observations. R/A covers285

Japan islands with a grid spacing of 1 km and its high accuracy is verified286

(Nagata 2015).287

a. The synoptic-scale pattern of the mean sea level pressure and upper288

geopotential height289

First, we compare the departures of RRA, DS1 and DS2 from MA in290

order to examine the representation of synoptic-scale fields.291

Figure 2 shows time series of the root mean squared differences (RMSDs)292

of RRA, DS1 and DS2 to MA for the mean sea level pressure (MSLP)293

over the inner domain shown in Fig 1. The RMSDs of RRA are smaller294

compared with those of DS1 and DS2, nearly a half of that of DS1 and295

solidly smaller than that of DS2 for most of the period. The RMSDs of DS1296

include an oscillation with period of 5-7 days, which cannot be found in the297

RMSDs of RRA and DS2. This oscillation is associated with depressions298

passing along a frontal zone across the domain. Figure 3 shows an example299

of the horizontal distributions of MSLP at 0000 UTC 26 August 2014 of300

RRA, DS1, DS2, JRA-55 and MA. In MA, a depression is located over301
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the Japan Sea off the western part of the main island of Japan. RRA and302

DS2 describe the synoptic-scale pattern. In contrast, DS1 fails to reproduce303

the depression, although JRA-55, the lateral boundary conditions for DS1,304

successfully analyses the pattern.305 Fig. 2

Fig. 3Figure 4 illustrates vertical profiles of biases and RMSDs of RRA, DS1,306

and DS2 against MA for geopotential heights over the inner-model domain307

during the period. Although biases of RRA are larger in the middle-upper308

troposphere than those of DS1 and DS2 (Fig. 4a), RRA outperforms DS1309

throughout troposphere and DS2 below the 850 hPa surface in RMSDs310

(Fig. 4b). Upper-observations for the assimilations are sparse in space and311

time, which causes RRA to have small improvement to DS1 and degradation312

to DS2 in the middle-upper troposphere. In DS1, the upper layers are313

constrained by forcing of spectral boundary coupling toward the boundary314

condition of JRA-55 above the height of 7 km, which contributes to avoiding315

large biases and RMSDs in the upper fields. Nevertheless, the RMSDs of316

RRA are still smaller than those of DS1, which emphasises the advantages of317

the regional reanalysis assimilating the conventional observation only over318

the dynamical downscaling with serial time-integrations.319 Fig. 4
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b. Precipitation320

The simulated precipitation is evaluated against R/A data as the com-321

pletely independent data. The simulated precipitation data and R/A data322

are averaged over the JRA-55 grids, whose grid spacing is approximately 55323

km, to tolerate position errors to some extent. The bias scores and threat324

scores are used for the evaluations. The bias scores indicate the ability of325

the system to simulate the frequencies of the phenomena exceeding a given326

threshold, while the threat scores evaluate the ability of the system to sim-327

ulate the phenomena from the aspects of spatial and temporal patterns as328

well. These scores are calculated as329

Bias Score =
FO + FX

FO +XO
(1)

and330

Threat Score =
FO

FO + FX +XO
, (2)

where FO denotes the number of samples in which both of the simulated331

and observed values exceed a given threshold, FX is the number of samples332

in which only the simulated values exceed the threshold, and XO is the333

number of samples in which only the observed values exceed the threshold.334

Figure 5a shows the bias scores of RRA, DS1 and DS2. For the bias335

scores, all of RRA, DS1 and DS2 have small dependency on the thresholds,336

which suggests that the systems have the potential to represent precipitation337
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including intense rain. Note that the bias scores are less than 1 for all of338

the thresholds, which implies the underestimation of precipitation in the339

systems. The underestimation in DS2 is more apparent relative to RRA340

and DS1, which implies that the spin-up after reinitializations is insufficient341

in DS2. In terms of intense precipitation (> 30 mm 6h−1), the bias scores342

of RRA are better than those of DS1, because DS1 has more difficulty343

in simulating synoptic-scale conditions favourable for intense precipitation,344

which are rarely satisfied. Fig. 5345

The threat scores are shown in Fig. 5b. The threat scores of RRA clearly346

prevail over those of DS1 for all thresholds, which reflects the improvement347

in the representation of synoptic-scale fields by the assimilation of the con-348

ventional observations. RRA has better threat scores than DS2 particularly349

for heavier precipitations, which also attributes to the better representation350

of precipitation frequencies.351

c. Power spectral density352

Figure 6 shows the power spectra of zonal wind at 500 hPa averaged353

over the experimental period. For RRA, both of the power spectra of the354

analyses and the first guesses are comparable to those of MA and DS1.355

The comparison of the power spectra of RRA and MA indicates that RRA356

represents the appropriate variability.357
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The power spectra of DS1 are also comparable to those of MA. Since358

the time-integration is serially performed for long-term in DS1, its spectra359

are assumed to represent the variability of the fields sufficiently spun up by360

NHM with a grid spacing of 5 km. In contrast, the power spectra of DS2361

are smaller than those of RRA and DS1, although approaching the power362

spectra of DS1 as the integration time is longer. DS2 is organized with 3-9-363

hour time-integrations from the reinitialized fields derived from simulation364

with a grid spacing of 25 km. The small power spectra of DS2 reflect the365

insufficient spin-up accompanied by the reinitializations, which are consis-366

tent with the result that RRA reduces the underestimation of precipitation367

detected in DS2 (Fig. 5a). The comparison of the power spectra as well as368

that of the precipitations demonstrates the advantages of RRA over DS2. Fig. 6369

d. Discussion370

The forcing from the boundaries only cannot fully constrain the internal371

disturbances, which causes the simulated states to depart from the actual372

trajectory even if the reasonable boundary conditions are provided. As the373

departure evolves with time integrations, the inconsistency between the in-374

ner fields and the boundary conditions can also enlarge the departure. The375

additional constraint by the assimilation of the conventional observations376

only, ensuring the long-term consistency in analysis quality, successfully pre-377
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vents the simulated synoptic-scale fields from leaving the actual states. The378

results are consistent with the study of regional reanalysis by Bollmeyer et379

al. (2014) in which several types of observations in addition to the conven-380

tional observations are assimilated. Our results suggest that the regional381

reanalysis has potential to provide high-resolution atmospheric fields with382

high accuracy and long-term consistency in quality.383

The regional reanalysis also has advantages over another type of dynami-384

cal downscaling including frequent reinitialization process. It is certain that385

this type of dynamical downscaling accurately describes the synoptic-scale386

fields, which is consistent with several studies (Qian et al. 2003; Lucas-387

Picher et al. 2013; Kayaba et al. 2016), but this approach is found out388

to underestimate spatial variability of the fields and precipitation frequen-389

cies owing to insufficient spin-up. In the reinitialization process the fields390

are replaced with those simulated by the coarser outer model, inducing the391

spin-up issues. In contrast, the analysis process in the regional reanalysis392

just add subtle increments to the original simulated fields. Therefore, the393

regional reanalysis largely improves the representation of precipitations and394

spatial variability of the fields. Our results reveal that the regional reanal-395

ysis overcomes the problems of not only the dynamical downscaling with396

serial time-integrations but also the dynamical downscaling with reinitial-397

izations.398
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4.2 Resolution impacts399

The impacts of enhancement of horizontal resolution are investigated400

comparing the regional reanalysis with a grid spacing of 5 km (RRA) with401

the global reanalysis of JRA-55 with a spacing of approximately 55 km and402

the regional reanalysis produced as the intermediate data in the one-way403

double nesting with a grid spacing of 25 km (hereafter referred to RRA25).404

a. Synoptic-scale fields405

Time sequences of the RMSDs of RRA, RRA25, JRA-55 to MA for406

MSLP are shown in Fig. 7. There are little differences among the three re-407

analyses. The RMSDs of MSLP depend on the synoptic-scale fields rather408

than smaller-scale fields that are resolved only in higher-resolution reanal-409

ysis. These results imply that the regional reanalysis system including the410

one-way double nesting successfully works to represent the synoptic-scale411

fields. Fig. 7412

Figure 8 shows vertical profiles of biases and RMSDs of RRA, RRA25413

and JRA-55 against MA for geopotential heights over the inner model do-414

main during the period from 1200 UTC 8 to 1800 UTC 31 in August 2014.415

While the biases and RMSDs of RRA and RRA25 are small and compa-416

rable to JRA-55 near surface, the positive biases in lower troposphere and417

negative biases in upper troposphere are found in all of RRA, RRA25 and418
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JRA-55, consistent with warm bias in the lower troposphere and cold bias in419

the upper troposphere. The biases are enlarged in RRA25 and moderated420

but still remain in RRA. This result implies that vertical heat transport421

by convections is insufficient in this model particularly in the NHM with422

25-km grid spacing. The convective parameterization used in the NHM,423

which judges triggers of convections and determines heat transport by con-424

vections, should be more optimized. RMSDs of RRA and RRA25 are larger425

than those of JRA-55. One of the reasons is the ”double penalty”, a well-426

known problem that higher-resolution forecasts often have a larger amount427

of small-scale intensity errors.428 Fig. 8

b. Precipitations429

Figure 9 shows the bias scores and threat scores of RRA, RRA25 and430

JRA-55 against the R/A data for the precipitation averaged over the JRA-431

55 girds. The bias scores of RRA have small dependency on the thresholds,432

as previously demonstrated. By contrast, the bias scores of the JRA-55433

decreases as the thresholds increase. The decline of the bias scores moder-434

ates but still remains in RRA25. From the threat scores, RRA outperforms435

RRA25 and JRA-55 for precipitation of stronger than 30mm6h−1.436

The results suggest that the horizontal resolutions of JRA-55 (about 55437

km) and RRA25 (25 km) are insufficient to represent intense precipitation.438
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The enhancement of horizontal resolutions enables the analysis to represent439

the precipitation better in terms of intensity. Fig. 9440

c. Representation of local fields in anomalously cool days441

During the period of 25-31 August 2014, a surface high over the Sea of442

Okhotsk is dominant and cool air accompanying low-level cloud flows into443

northeast part of Japan. This condition causes anomalously cool days in444

summer with low irradiation in the windward (eastern) side of the moun-445

tainous area running north and south over the northeastern part of Japan.446

We examined a benefit of the high-resolution reanalysis in terms of the447

anomalous local fields that the coarse reanalysis is not fully resolved.448

Figure 10 shows the surface winds of RRA, RRA25, JRA-55 and ob-449

servations at 0600 UTC averaged over the period of 25-31 August 2014.450

RRA represents the cool-air inflow coming from east coast and blocked by451

the mountainous area as observed. By contrast, RRA25 and JRA-55 simu-452

late the inflow crossing over the mountainous area, because the topography453

and accompanied local circulations are not sufficiently resolved. Figure 11454

shows the downward shortwave radiation at surface simulated with RRA,455

RRA25 and JRA-55 and estimated from the Moderate Resolution Imag-456

ing Spectroradiometer (MODIS) observation (Saigusa et al. 2010) averaged457

over the period of 25-31 August 2014. The observed shortwave radiation458
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(Fig. 11c) illustrates the contrast between the windward and leeward sides459

along the mountains running north and south over the region. The contrast460

is more appropriately reproduced with RRA (Fig. 11a). Particularly over461

the southeastern part of the region, RRA simulates less than 100W m−2 of462

downward shortwave radiation, which indicates that RRA reproduces the463

low-level clouds along windward side. In contrast, RRA25 overestimates464

the shortwave radiation over the east coastal area and fails to simulate465

the contrast between the windward and leeward sides. Although RRA25466

simulates more low-level clouds along the eastern side, the amount of the467

clouds are not sufficient. JRA-55 overestimates the shortwave radiation468

and tends to estimate the cloud amount more over lee (northwestern) side.469

These results indicates that RRA better simulates the low-level cloud. Note470

that even in RRA the contrast of shortwave radiation between eastern and471

western sides is insufficient particularly in the northern part of the region.472

The possible reasons are in the difficulty of simulating the low-level clouds473

and the insufficient model resolution to resolve the topography. Figure 12474

shows the distributions of the biases of diurnal range of surface tempera-475

ture against the JMA’s operational surface observations during 25-31 Au-476

gust. While RRA25 overestimates the diurnal range of temperature over477

the eastern part of the region, RRA reduces the overestimation, particu-478

larly in the southeastern part of the region where RRA simulates the larger479
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cloud amounts and smaller downward shortwave radiation at surface. The480

biases of JRA-55 are small. Note that the 2-m temperatures in JRA-55 are481

obtained with assimilation of surface temperature observations applying a482

univariate two-dimensional optimal interpolation (Kobayashi et al. 2015),483

while the surface temperature observations are not assimilated in RRA and484

RRA25. The assimilation makes the surface temperatures in JRA-55 in-485

consistent to the other field variables such as solar radiation and obscures486

their features induced from the model physics. Therefore, it is difficult to487

discuss the differences between the temperature of the regional reanalysis488

and JRA-55 in terms of the physical processes.489

These results indicate that enhancement of the resolution to 5 km im-490

proves the reproduction of the anomalous local fields influenced by complex491

terrain such as circulations, distributions of downward shortwave radiation492

at surface and temperature variation, which are important elements from493

the perspective on the natural variability of local climate. Fig. 10

Fig. 11

Fig. 12

494

5. Sensitivity studies495

5.1 Lateral boundary perturbations496

The limited area model requires lateral boundary conditions that in-497

evitably include their uncertainties. Several studies have demonstrated that498
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the introduction of LBPs representing the uncertainties of the lateral bound-499

ary conditions avoids the underestimation of ensemble spreads especially500

near the lateral boundaries, contributing to the improvement of the analysis501

(Saito et al. 2012; Kunii 2014b). Although the perturbations derived from502

global ensemble forecasts are often adopted for the LBPs, they are difficult503

to obtain for the LBPs of the regional reanalysis system covering the period504

of the last 60 years. Instead, we give the lateral boundary the perturba-505

tions derived from an EOF analysis of the JRA-55 climatological anomalies506

as explained in Section 2.2. To justify the LBPs from the EOF analysis,507

we conducted an additional reanalysis experiment, denoted by RRAnolbp508

hereafter, in which no LBPs are given to the outer NHM-LETKF. Note that509

the LBPs for the inner model of RRAnolbp are given from the perturbations510

generated by the outer NHM-LETKF of RRAnolbp, in the same way as the511

LBPs for the inner model in RRA described in Section 2.2.512

Figure 13 shows time series of the RMSDs against MA and ensemble513

spreads of RRA and RRAnolbp for MSLP. The RMSDs of RRAnolbp grad-514

ually become larger than those of RRA, while the spreads of RRAnolbp515

gradually decrease and become much smaller than the RMSDs. The RMSE-516

spread ratio, an important indicator to evaluate the representativity of the517

uncertainties by ensemble forecasts, is one in the ideal ensemble prediction518

systems. The ratio is about 0.7 for RRA, but about 0.2 for RRAnolbp in519
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the latter half of the verification period.520

The results suggest that without LBPs for the outer model the underes-521

timation of the ensemble spreads gradually becomes dominant even in the522

inner domain as the number of the analysis cycles increases. The underes-523

timation prevents the correction of fields towards the observations due to524

overconfidence of the first guesses, resulting in the deterioration of analysis525

fields. The introduction of the LBPs from the EOF analysis can main-526

tain the magnitude of ensemble spreads, contributing to the generation of527

analysis fields with steady accuracy. Since the advantages of the introduc-528

tion of LBPs for the outer model are expected to be more dominant in the529

reanalysis covering longer periods, LBPs are indispensable in the regional530

reanalysis system. Fig. 13531

5.2 Ensemble size532

From the perspective on the conduction of long-term regional reanal-533

yses, it is desirable to save the computational costs for each cycle. Since534

the ensemble size is proportional to the computational cost of the time-535

integrations requiring the most computational resources in this system,536

the reduction of ensemble size largely contributes to saving the costs. In537

contrast, to appropriately assimilate observations, sampling errors of back-538

ground error covariances estimated from ensemble perturbations should be539
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suppressed. The reduction of ensemble size can largely deteriorate the anal-540

ysis due to the larger sampling errors into the background error covariances541

estimated from ensemble perturbations. To explore whether the system can542

provide reasonable analysis even with smaller ensemble size, we performed543

an additional regional reanalysis experiment with the ensemble size of 10544

(RRA10).545

Figure 14a shows time series of the RMSDs of RRA and RRA10 against546

MA for MSLP. The RMSDs of RRA10 are larger than those of RRA in the547

latter half of the experimental period, particularly around 23 August. The548

degradation of RRA10 to RRA are more apparent in the 6-hour forecasts549

(Fig. 14b), which are used as the first-guess fields in the next data assimi-550

lation cycles. Figure 15 shows the bias and threat scores for precipitations Fig. 14551

of RRA and RRA10 against R/A. While the bias scores of RRA10 are com-552

parable to those of RRA, the threat scores are degraded in RRA10. This553

result suggests that while the reduction of ensemble size does not affect the554

averaged features of the simulated precipitation, it degrades the simulation555

of precipitation in individual events corresponding to the representation of556

the synoptic-scale fields. Fig. 15557
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5.3 First guess558

The ensemble mean fields are smooth due to filtering out uncertain559

modes, representing less variability than the fields in each single run. Since560

the LETKF in general adopts the ensemble mean of the runs of perturbed561

members as the first guess, the analysis fields are also smooth. From the562

perspective on the application of reanalysis, the analysis fields are desir-563

able for representing realistic variability. In order to keep the reasonable564

variability in the analysis fields, our regional reanalysis system adopted the565

deterministic run from the analysis as the first guess. To justify this treat-566

ment, we conducted an additional experiment in which the ensemble mean567

of the perturbed runs are utilized as the first guess. Hereafter, the additional568

experiment is designated by RRAmean.569

Figure 16 shows time series of RMSDs of RRA and RRAmean against570

MA for MSLP over the inner domain. The RMSDs of RRAmean are almost571

same or slightly better compared with those of RRA. The background error572

covariances in both experiments are around the ensemble mean of perturbed573

runs. They cannot necessarily represent uncertainties of the deterministic574

run, first guess of RRA, in case that the departure of the deterministic575

run from the ensemble mean can be large owing to nonlinearity of the576

time-integration model. Besides, the ensemble mean suppresses uncertain577

modes in the simulated fields. Thus, it is expected to reduce the RMSDs578
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in RRAmean compared with those in RRA. Nevertheless, the comparison579

does not show clear improvement in RRAmean in terms of the RMSDs of580

MSLP, suggesting the validity of the use of the single deterministic run from581

analysis as the first guess. Fig. 16582

Figure 17 shows the power spectral densities of the two experiments,583

RRA and RRAmean. RRA has reasonable power spectra that are com-584

parable to those of MA as stated in Section 4.1c. In contrast, the power585

spectra of the analysis fields of RRAmean are substantially smaller than586

those of RRA. For the 6-hour deterministic runs from the analysis fields of587

RRAmean, the power spectra approach those of MA, although the underes-588

timation of power spectra still remains. The power spectra of first guess of589

RRAmean that is the ensemble mean of perturbed runs are further smaller590

than those of the analysis of RRAmean. These results indicate that the591

procedure of ensemble mean to obtain first guess induces the underestima-592

tion of spatial variability and the insufficiency of spin-up, although it may593

contribute to the reduction of erroneous signals coming from uncertainties594

in the deterministic forecasts. Fig. 17595

Figure 18 shows the bias and threat scores for 6-hour accumulated pre-596

cipitations simulated from the analyses produced by the two experiments597

against R/A. The bias scores of RRAmean are substantially smaller for all598

thresholds, compared with RRA, which indicates the underestimation of599
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precipitation frequencies in RRAmean. The precipitation systems, usually600

accompanied by high uncertainties, are filtered out in the ensemble mean601

fields, which results in the apparent underestimation of precipitation fre-602

quencies. The threat scores in RRAmean are slightly better than RRA for603

the range from 5 to 30 mm/6h, which can arise from not only the slight im-604

provement of the synoptic fields but also the reduction of the double penalty605

problem in RRAmean accompanied by the underestimation of precipitation606

frequency. Fig. 18607

In considering various applications of the regional reanalyses it is im-608

portant that the analysis fields represent the field variables with realistic609

variability, particularly the amount of precipitations. The use of the de-610

terministic run from the analysis as the first guess is justified to avoid the611

spin-up issue accompanied by the fields being excessively smoothed found612

in the analysis adopting the ensemble mean.613

6. Conclusions614

We investigated the feasibility of the regional reanalysis assimilating only615

the conventional observations as an alternative to the dynamical downscal-616

ing for generating the past three-dimensional high-resolution atmospheric617

fields free from the transitions of observing systems back to 1958. We con-618

ducted a one-month regional reanalysis experiment over August 2014, before619
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conducting a long-term regional reanalysis. The regional reanalysis system620

uses the NHM-LETKF applying the one-way double nesting method to621

JRA-55, covering Japan and its surrounding area with a 5-km grid spac-622

ing as the inner model and the eastern part of the Asia with a 25-km grid623

spacing as the outer mode. The assimilated data are only the conventional624

observations with the systems operated for about 60 years, specifically the625

surface observations at the observatories and the upper air observations with626

radiosondes, for the homogeneity in the reanalysis. The results were vali-627

dated with the high-quality analysis data of MA, the surface observations,628

and the precipitation data derived from radar and raingauge observations629

of R/A.630

This study demonstrated how much the regional reanalysis assimilating631

only the conventional observations can reduce the problems with the dynam-632

ical downscaling approaches. The regional reanalysis reproduces synoptic-633

scale fields considerably better, contributing to simulating temporal-spatial634

pattern of precipitation more accurately than the dynamical downscaling635

with serial long-term time-integration. This type of dynamical downscal-636

ing often fails to describe the actual synoptic-scale fields, although JRA-55,637

which is given as the lateral boundary conditions, successfully analyses the638

fields. The failure in this type of the dynamical downscaling suggests that639

the system is ill-conditioned from the perspective on lateral boundary value640
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problem. Assimilating only the conventional observations in addition to the641

forcing from the lateral boundaries successfully improves the representation642

of the synoptic-scale fields throughout the troposphere, particularly in the643

lower layer. The regional reanalysis was also revealed to have the advan-644

tage over the dynamical downscaling with frequent reinitializations, another645

type of dynamical downscaling approach to reproduce higher-resolution at-646

mospheric fields. The regional reanalysis can represent the precipitation in647

realistic intensity and the power spectra in appropriate magnitude, while648

this type of dynamical downscaling underestimates substantially precipi-649

tation and power spectra of the fields due to insufficient spin-up. These650

results indicate that the regional reanalysis has feasibility to estimate high-651

resolution atmospheric fields, particularly precipitation, covering about 60652

years with maintaining temporal homogeneity, independent of transitions of653

observing systems, and reducing the shortages of the dynamical downscaling654

approaches.655

The enhancement of horizontal resolution improves the frequency of656

heavier rainfalls and the representation of local fields of circulations, so-657

lar radiation and diurnal temperature changes that largely influenced by658

topography, which indicates the values of the regional reanalysis for studies659

on extreme events. As the precipitation is heavier, the simulated frequency660

becomes insufficient in JRA-55. This insufficiency can be moderated with661
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the higher-resolution regional reanalysis. The dependence of the simulated662

frequency on the precipitation intensity is small in the regional reanalysis663

with a grid spacing of 5 km. The representation of local fields in anomalous664

case can be also improved in the higher-resolution reanalysis. These advan-665

tages encourage the conduction of high-resolution regional reanalysis, even666

in the circumstance that the global reanalysis at resolution equivalent to the667

current operational global numerical weather forecasting model is provided.668

Through some sensitivity experiments, we examined the setup of the669

NHM-LETKF optimal for regional reanalysis system. The lateral bound-670

ary perturbations maintain the reasonable amplitude of the perturbations671

for the EnKF implemented in limited area model. Even the lateral boundary672

perturbations generated with the simple procedure we introduced improve673

the analysis fields. The ensemble size of at least 30 is required. The reduc-674

tion of the ensemble size to 10 significantly degrades the analysis. Adoption675

of the deterministic run from the analysis field as the first guess, instead of676

the ensemble mean of perturbed runs as in the general LETKF, can avoid677

the spin-up issues accompanied by taking ensemble mean such as excessively678

smoothing analysis fields and the underestimation of the precipitation. This679

modification in LETKF enables the regional reanalysis to have the realistic680

spatial variability in the analysis fields and to simulate precipitation with681

reasonable intensity, which are vital from the perspective on application of682
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regional reanalysis.683

Finally, we propose the future works as follows. The experimental pe-684

riod in this study is limited to only one month. The conduction of regional685

reanalysis throughout at least one year is necessary to evaluate the regional686

reanalysis system from the scope of the seasonality and some extreme events.687

In this reanalysis system, since the ensemble method is applied, the infor-688

mation about uncertainties of the reanalysis can be provided through the689

ensemble spreads. From this perspective, the ensemble spreads should be690

statistically evaluated. The system is found to underestimate the precip-691

itation. The improvement of the model is expected to simulate precipi-692

tation in more realistic quantity. Assimilating the precipitation data may693

also contribute to the reduction of the underestimation accompanied by694

the reduction of the spin-up problem (Koizumi et al. 2005). It is needed695

to examine the impacts of assimilation of the precipitation data observed696

with raingauges, a kind of conventional observation. Advancement of land697

surface model is also required for accurate estimation of spatially detailed698

distributions of surface meteorological variables including surface temper-699

ature and diagnosis of unavailable variables in the current system such as700

accumulated snow depth, which are demanded in application of regional701

reanalysis. To assess the potential of longer-term regional reanalysis like702

the twentieth century reanalysis (Compo et al. 2011) and the ECMWF703
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twentieth century reanalysis (Poli et al. 2016), an experiment assimilating704

only surface observations should be carried out. To explore higher-quality705

reanalysis with reasonable computational costs, it is valuable to examine706

the assimilation schemes with the use of the empirical background error co-707

variance matrix to reduce the influence of the sampling errors due to small708

ensemble size such as the hybrid system (e.g. Penny 2014).709
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Fig. 1. The domains and geographical distribution of observations for the
analysis at 1200 UTC 7 August 2014. The insides of the inner and
outer frames are for the NHM-LETKF with a horizontal grid spacing
of 5 km and 25 km, respectively. Shades indicate the elevation in the
models. The dots and crosses denote the locations of the upper and
surface observations for the assimilation.
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Fig. 2. Time series of the RMSDs of the regional reanalysis (RRA) and the
dynamical downscalings with serial time-integrations (DS1) and with
reinitializations (DS2) against the JMA’s meso-scale analysis (MA) for
mean sea level pressure. The black solid line is RRA; the gray solid
line is DS1; the gray dotted line is DS2.
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Fig. 3. Snapshots of mean sea level pressure fields at 0000 UTC 26 Au-
gust 2014 of (a) the JMA’s Meso-scale analysis (MA), (b) the re-
gional reanalysis (RRA), (c) the dynamical downscaling with serial
time-integrations (DS1), (d) the dynamical downscaling with reinitial-
izations (DS2) and (e) the global reanalysis (JRA-55).
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Fig. 4. Vertical profiles of (a) biases and (b) RMSDs of the regional reanaly-
sis (RRA) and the dynamical downscalings with serial time-integrations
(DS1) and with reinitializations (DS2) against the JMA’s meso-scale
analysis (MA) for geopotential heights for the period from 1200 UTC
8 to 1800 UTC 31 August 2014. The black solid line is RRA; the gray
solid line is DS1; the gray dotted line is DS2.
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Fig. 5. (a) bias and (b) threat scores of precipitation of the regional reanaly-
sis (RRA) and the dynamical downscalings with serial time-integrations
(DS1) and with reinitializations (DS2) referring to the R/A for the pe-
riod from 1200 UTC 8 to 1800 UTC 31 August 2014. The black solid
line is RRA; the gray solid line is DS1; the gray dotted line is DS2.
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Fig. 6. Power spectra of zonal winds at 500 hPa of the JMA’s Meso-scale
analysis (MA), the regional reanalysis (RRA) and the dynamical down-
scalings with serial time-integrations (DS1) and with reinitializations
(DS2) for the period from 1200 UTC 8 to 1800 UTC 31 August 2014.
The black closed diamonds are MA; the dark closed red circles are RRA;
the light open red circles are the 6-hour simulation from RRA; the gray
open squares are DS1; the dark blue closed squares and medium blue
closed triangles and light blue open triangles are the 0-hour, 3-hour
and 9-hour simulated fields in DS2.
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Fig. 7. Time series of the RMSDs of the regional reanalyses with a 5-
km grid spacing (RRA) and with a 25-km grid spacing (RRA25) and
JRA-55 against the JMA’s meso-scale analysis (MA) for mean sea level
pressure. The black solid line is RRA; the black dotted line is RRA25;
the gray solid line is JRA-55.
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Fig. 8. Vertical profiles of biases and RMSDs of the regional reanalyses with
a 5-km grid spacing (RRA) and with a 25-km grid spacing (RRA25) and
JRA-55 against the JMA’s meso-scale analysis (MA) for geopotential
heights for the period from 1200 UTC 8 to 1800 UTC 31 August 2014.
The black solid line is RRA; the black dotted line is RRA25; the gray
solid line is JRA-55.
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Fig. 9. (a) Bias and (b) threat scores of precipitation of the regional re-
analyses with grid spacings of 5 km (RRA) and 25-km (RRA25) and
JRA-55 referring to the R/A for the period from 1200 UTC 8 to 1800
UTC 31 August 2014. The black solid line is RRA; the black dotted
line is RRA25; the gray solid line is JRA-55.
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Fig. 10. Surface wind at 0600 UTC averaged over the period of 25-31 August
2014: (a) the regional reanalysis with a grid spacing of 5 km (RRA),
(b) the regional reanalysis with a grid spacing of 25 km (RRA25),
(c) JRA-55 and (d) the surface observations. The shades indicate the
topography of each model.
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Fig. 11. Downward shortwave radiation at the surface of (a) the regional
reanalysis with a grid spacing of 5 km (RRA), (b) the regional re-
analysis with a grid spacing of 25 km (RRA25), (c) JRA-55, and (d)
MODIS observation, averaged over the period of 25-31 August 2014.
The contours indicate the topography of each model.
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Fig. 12. Biases of diurnal range of temperature to the surface observations
for the period from 25 to 31 August 2014: (a) the regional reanalysis
with a grid spacing of 5 km (RRA), (b) the regional reanalysis with a
grid spacing of 25 km (RRA25), and (c) JRA-55. The contours indicate
the topography of each model.
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Fig. 13. (a) Time series of the RMSDs against the JMA’s meso-scale analysis
(MA) of the regional reanalyses with lateral boundary perturbations
(RRA), and no lateral boundary perturbations (RRAnolbp) for mean
sea level pressure. (b) as (a) but for time series of ensemble spreads
The solid line is RRA; the dotted line is RRAnolbp.
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Fig. 14. (a) Time series of the RMSDs against the JMA’s meso-scale analysis
(MA) for mean sea level pressure of the regional reanalyses fields with
30 ensemble members (RRA) and with 10 ensemble members (RRA10).
(b) as (a) but for 6-hour simulated fields from the reanalyses. The solid
line is RRA; the dotted line is RRA10.
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Fig. 15. (a) Bias and (b) threat scores of precipitation of the regional
reanalyses with 30 ensemble members (RRA) and with 10 ensemble
members (RRA10) referring to the R/A for the period from 1200 UTC
8 to 1800 UTC 31 August 2014. The solid lines are RRA; the dotted
lines are RRA10.
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Fig. 16. Time series of the RMSDs of the regional reanalyses with determin-
istic run from analysis (RRA) and ensemble mean of perturbed runs
(RRAmean) as first guess adopted as the first guess, referring to the
JMA’s meso-scale analysis (MA) for mean sea level pressure. The solid
line is RRA; the dotted line is RRAmean.
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Fig. 17. The power spectra of zonal winds at 500 hPa of the JMA’s Meso-
scale analysis (MA), regional reanalyses with analysis run (RRA) and
ensemble mean adopted as first guess (RRAmean) for the period from
1200 UTC 8 to 1800 UTC 31 August 2014. The black closed diamonds
are MA; the dark red closed circles are the analysis of RRA; the light
red open circles are the first guess of RRA; the dark blue closed triangles
are the analysis of RRAmean; the medium blue open triangles are the
6-hour deterministic run from the analysis of RRAmean; the light blue
closed squares are the first guess of RRAmean.
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Fig. 18. (a) Bias and (b) threat scores of precipitation of the regional
reanalyses with deterministic run from the analysis (RRA) and with
ensemble mean of perturbed runs (RRAmean) adopted as first guess,
referring to the R/A for the period from 1200 UTC 8 to 1800 UTC 31
August 2014. The solid lines are RRA; the dotted lines are RRAmean.
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